
 

Contact Africa Sustainable Tourism Care Foundation – ASTCF provides Logistical Support 

Email: info@africasustainabletourism.org | Tel: +256 794 279 045 | Skype: astcf123 

 

 

 

 

Africa Sustainable Tourism Care Foundation a registered grassroots, non-profit tourism NGO focused on biodiversity conservation and creating 
sustainable livelihoods and helping communities adapt to climate change in Uganda through a diverse and holistic sustainable tourism 
practices and other environmental sustainable businesses to alleviate poverty, fight  gender inequality, empower local communities and 

encourage the conservation of cultural and natural heritage.  

We established the humanitarian volunteer program with the aim of fostering an Inter-Cultural Exchange Program focusing on 
development of understanding and mutual respect between communities and nations by promoting the exchange of ideas 
and experiences. We focus to work towards human justice and peace through support of cultural, socio-economic and the 
preservation and conservation of natural ecosystems.  

Africa Sustainable Tourism Care Foundation works to promote ethical volunteering to maximize the beneficial developmental 
impacts in the communities where volunteering takes place, minimize the negative impacts and to ensure volunteers have a 

worthwhile experience. This is an  Initiative To Engage US Universities And Colleges On The Long Term Development Of Rural 
Communities In Uganda Through Social Justice Based Direct Service Projects. Contact immediately to join! 

 

Africa Sustainable Tourism Care Foundation (ASTCF) Projects 

Each ASTCF project builds upon previous projects in order to provide the community with the most impactful and sustainable results. 

Alternative Break group are integrated into ongoing ASTCF projects. Below are some of projects and social justice issues that ASTCF focuses 

on. 

1. Medical & Health Project 

The Medical and Health Project encompasses a number of fields 
and medical professionals and students are sorely and urgently 
needed. Participants work directly in communities that have 
limited to no access to medical care. Participants duties will vary 
depending largely on your background and skill, For example, if 
you are a registered nurse, medical doctor, lab technician, and 
paramedic or have a trained medical skill then you can participate 
in patient care such as diagnosing, injections, IV starts and lab 
work or assist doctors and nurses with providing free medical 
consultations, taking vitals, distributing medications, dental clinic 
and assisting with prenatal and pediatric  

2. Rural Community Economic Development Project 

Projects focus on improving the quality of life and providing 
economic stability to marginalized rural communities. Participants 
work directly with the community, learning about their challenges 
while developing and executing long time economic development 

goals. The objective is to empower the communities with the 
tools and resources necessary to provide for their families. 
The participants assist with developing business plans for 
local businesses, developing small grant proposals, raise 
funds for local women projects, working with women’s 
groups or cooperatives and helping to foster 
entrepreneurship skills. 

3. Clean Water and Sanitation projects 

In 2010, the United Nations declared access to clean water 
as a human right. Many areas of rural Uganda still do not 
have access to sustainable water resource Participants will 
work to provide clean water to communities in need by 
expanding, repairing or building water systems, including 
water wells, and Bore holes.  
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